
Quantum Cognition-Theory and Experiment 

Roger Penrose argued (1989): 
 
•  Classical physics cannot explain consciousness  
•  Brain harnasses quantum mechanics (wf collapse) 
•  Consciousness - quantum gravity in microtubules. 

The skeptics (especially physicists) laughed and scoffed... 
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Why the laughter? 

Biological Processes are slow: 

T
body

>> T ⇤ = hf/kB

f
fold

⇠ 104Hz fspike ⇠ 102 Hz

Body temp much hotter than T*  

Body is too hot for Quantum effects 

protein folding, rate neuron spike-firing, frequency 

Bio processes are thermal, not quantum  

“Quantum” Temperature: 

T ⇤ = hf/kB T > T ⇤
T < T ⇤

Thermal (hot): 

Quantum (cold) 



But, this assumes thermal equilibrium... 

Na+ ion in water: nuclear spin  
entangles w/ environment on time: 

Quantum processing requires “isolated qubits” 
What is isolated from wet environment in biology?     Nuclear spins! 

tNa ⇠
1
10

sec

Proton/neutron spin S=1/2  
some atomic nuclei have spin  
( e.g. Na nucleus, S=3/2) 



But, this assumes thermal equilibrium... 

tNa ⇠
1
10

sec tLi ⇠ 10 sec

Lithium nuclear spin is more isolated! 

Na+ ion in water: nuclear spin  
entangles w/ environment on time: 

Quantum processing requires “isolated qubits” 
What is isolated from wet environment in biology?     Nuclear spins! 

Proton/neutron spin S=1/2  
some atomic nuclei have spin  
( e.g. Na nucleus, S=3/2) 



Lithium 

A “drug” for tempering mania and bipolar disorder, 
(discovered in 1949, FDA approved mid 1970’s) 

How does lithium work? 

How do any psychiatric medications work??? 

An atom: 



Lithium Isotopes 

Natural abundance 92% Natural abundance 8% 

Lithium-7 
3 protons, 4 neutrons 

Lithium-6 
3 protons, 3 neutrons 



Feeding Lithium isotopes to rats 

CVS Pharmacy Lithium:  
92% Li-7, only 8% Li-6 

Isotope separate:  95% Li-6 or  99% Li-7   

Experiment:   Feed Rats Lithium isotopes 
 
•  CVS Lithium  Li-N (natural) 
•  Li-7 purified 
•  Li-6 purified 
•  control 

Any behavioral differences?? 



Feeding Lithium isotopes to rats 

CVS Pharmacy Lithium:  
92% Li-7, only 8% Li-6 

Isotope separate:  95% Li-6 or  99% Li-7   

Experiment:   Feed Rats Lithium isotopes 
 
•  CVS Lithium  Li-N (natural) 
•  Li-7 purified 
•  Li-6 purified 
•  control 

Any behavioral differences?? 

Aberrant Parenting in Rats Exposed to Lithium 
Sechzer et.al., Biol. Psych. (1986) 

Experiment was tried!!!!   1986 





One less neutron makes all the difference! 



Lithium Isotopes 
Lithium-7 
3 protons, 4 neutrons 

Lithium-6 
3 protons, 3 neutrons 

tLi-7 ⇠ 10 sec

Nuclear-spin Entanglement times for Lithium in water 



Lithium Isotopes 
Lithium-7 
3 protons, 4 neutrons 

Lithium-6 
3 protons, 3 neutrons 

tLi-7 ⇠ 10 sec

Nuclear-spin Entanglement times for Lithium in water 

tLi-6 ⇠ 5min



Nuclear-Spin Quantum Processing in the Brain? 

Requires many (seemingly) unrealizable conditions;  
 
(i)  Biological element w/ very isolated nuclear spin:  A Neural Qubit 
(ii)  Mechanism for transporting thru brain,  
(iii)  Mechanism for entangling pairs of nuclear spins 
(iv)  Mechanism for Quantum storage/processing 
(v)  .... 
 

Can such conditions be fulfilled (in biology)? 



Nuclear-Spin Quantum Processing in the Brain? 

Can such conditions be fulfilled (in biology)? 

Approach:  Reverse engineering 

Requires many (seemingly) unrealizable conditions;  
 
(i)  Biological element w/ very isolated nuclear spin:  A Neural Qubit 
(ii)  Mechanism for transporting thru brain,  
(iii)  Mechanism for entangling pairs of nuclear spins 
(iv)  Mechanism for Quantum storage/processing 
(v)  .... 
 



A Neural Qubit? 

Bio-chemical elements:  C  H  N  O  P  S 
Bio-electrical ions:  Na  K  Ca  Cl  Mg 

Common biological atom w/ long nuclear-spin entanglement time? 
 

Requires: 
 
•  Atom w/ nuclear spin S=1/2 
•  Atom in small molecule that tumbles in water 
•  Other atoms in molecule have S=0 



*The* Neural Qubit 

Bio-chemical elements:  C  H  N  O  P  S 
Bio-electrical ions:  Na  K  Ca  Cl  Mg 

Nuclear Spin  S = 1/2 

Phosphorus P-31 nucleus: The only possible neural Qubit 

Common biological atom w/ long nuclear-spin entanglement time? 
 

Requires: 
 
•  Atom w/ nuclear spin S=1/2 
•  Atom in small molecule that can tumble in water 
•  Other atoms in molecule have S=0 



P-31 in small molecule w/ S=0 ions? 
Yes: Phosphate ion 

PO3�
4

Phosphate in biology:  
ATP-ADP metabolism,  
DNA backbone, cell walls 

Nuclear spin entanglement  
time for phosphate in water  H binds to phosphate,  

P-31 and proton spins entangle 

Can another cation (w/ S=0) out-compete H+ in binding to phosphate? 

tP ⇡ 1 sec



Yes!  Calcium  (Ca++ ) 

Hint:  Bone is Calcium-Phosphate 

Bone “precursor” 

“Posner Molecule” 
    (discovered in 2010)  

Ca9(PO4)6

Ideal for Quantum storage/processing of P-31 nuclear spins 

Nanometer diameter  



Quantum entangling nuclear spins?? 

ATP ! AMP +PPi

Ortho-PPi (triplet) Para-PPi (singlet) 

Key: Chemical reaction 

PPi ! Pi + Pi

Angular momentum, odd/even   

L = 0,±2,±4, ...L = ±1,±3,±5, ...

Di-Phosphate (PPi) 



Chemical reaction: PPi to Pi + Pi  

PPi 

Pi 

Pi 

Ortho-PPi harder to “catch” since L=odd 
 
Singlet entangled Pi pairs preferentially leave pocket 

PPi rotates in enzyme pocket   PPi grabbed, held and split 



EPR singlet showers 
Released Pi pairs are singlet entangled 

singlet 



EPR singlet showers 
Released Pi pairs are singlet entangled 



EPR singlet showers 
Released Pi pairs are singlet entangled 

Throughout your brain? 



Quantum storage/processing... 

Entangled Pi’s form entangled Posner molecules (storage) 

Pairing/melting Posner  
molecules (processing) 

Entangled neurons 
(neurotransmitter release) 



Goal: Synthesize a Quantum-Brain? 

Fluid w/out Pi, add PPi + enzyme 

Pi’s form Posner molecules 

Entanglement, if present, causes 
correlations between fluorescence  

Pour into 2 test-tubes, acidify to melt Posner,  
released Ca++ fluoresces 



“I can calculate the motion of the heavenly bodies,  
but not the madness of men” – Isaac Newton 

Anybody want to “one-up” Newton?? 

“Neurons that (quantum) entangle together, jingle-jangle(1) together” - MPAF 



(1) Urban online Dictionary: 


